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Abstract. Seasonal and diurnal variations in the direction of propagation of medium-scale travelling ionospheric disturbances (MSTIDs) have been investigated by analyzing sea echo returns detected by the TIGER SuperDARN radar located in Tasmania (43.4°S, 147.2°E geographic; −54.6°Lambda1).

A strong dependency on local time was found, as well as significant seasonal variations. Generally, the propagation direction has a northward (i.e. equatorward) component. In the early morning hours the direction of propagation is quite variable throughout the year. It then becomes predominantly northwest and changes to northeast around 09:00 LT. In late fall and winter it changes back to north/northwest around 15:00 LT. During the other seasons, northward propagation is very obvious near dawn and dusk, but no significant northward propagation is observed at noon.

It is suggested that the variable propagation direction in the morning is related to irregular magnetic disturbances that occur at this local time. The changes in the MSTID propagation directions near dawn and dusk are generally consistent with changes in ionospheric electric fields occurring at these times and is consistent with dayside MSTIDs being generated by the Lorentz force.
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1 Introduction

The ionospheric manifestations of atmospheric gravity waves (AGWs) are called travelling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) (Munro, 1958) and medium-scale TIDs (MSTIDs) of sufficient amplitude and appropriate wavelength which cause focusing and defocusing of HF radio waves reflected at oblique incidence to the ionosphere. As a consequence, SuperDARN radars detect quasi-sinusoidal variations in ground echo power which change in time as MSTIDs propagate (e.g. Samson et al., 1989, 1990; Bristow et al., 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997; Huang et al., 1998a, b; Hall et al., 1999; Sofko and Huang, 2000; MacDougall et al., 2000). The Tasman International Geospace Environment Radar (TIGER) is located on Bruny Island, Tasmania (Dyson and Devlin, 2000), and like other SuperDARN radars, it can be used to study the occurrence of medium-scale AGWs propagating in the thermosphere. Since TIGER’s footprint maps almost entirely over the Southern Ocean, we use the term “sea echoes” to refer to the echoes backscattered from the Earth’s surface.

Many data analysis methods have been developed to determine MSTID and MSAGW parameters (such as the phase velocity, azimuth, and wavelength) from different types of radio observations (e.g. Briggs, 1968a, 1968b; Tsutsui et al., 1984; Crowley et al., 1987; Shibata, 1987; Wan et al., 1996). Briggs (1968a) developed a correlation analysis to calculate the ionospheric disturbance velocity. Tsutsui et al. (1984) developed a cross spectral Fourier transform technique to determine wind velocity from an HF radar array, and Shibata (1987) and Wan et al. (1996) applied the maximum entropy method in their MSTID studies using radio systems. In analyzing SuperDARN observations to detect MSTID excitation sources, Samson et al. (1990) applied a cross-spectral analysis method (“MUSIC”) to time series obtained at different range gates of the Goose Bay radar.

The statistical characteristics of MSTIDs have been studied by several investigators. Using nine years of observations, Munro (1958) found that daytime MSTIDs travelled toward the northeast in the Southern Hemisphere winter. Using SuperDARN HF radar data, Bristow et al. (1996) found MSTIDs had maximum occurrence in winter. Ogawa et al. (1987) also concluded the existence of a seasonal variation and indicated that there is a diurnal variation with maximum MSTID occurrence between 14:00 and 16:00 LT, and a secondary maximum around midnight.

At high latitudes, energy deposition by Joule heating, the Lorentz force, and auroral particle precipitation, are regarded as possible source mechanisms (e.g. Chimonas and Hines, 1970; Francis, 1974; Richmond, 1978). The relative
contributions to the generation of TIDs of the Lorentz force and Joule heating associated with the auroral electrojets have also been studied for several decades (e.g. Chimonas and Hines, 1970; Hunsucker, 1977; Brekke, 1979; Jing and Hunsucker, 1993). Chimonas and Hines (1970) suggested that whether the Lorentz force or Joule heating was the more important effect could not readily be decided due to the uncertainty of the ratio representing their relative importance. However, some investigators (e.g. Francis, 1975) regard the Lorentz force acting on auroral electrojet currents to be the dominant source. Jing and Hunsucker (1993) concluded from theoretical studies that the Lorentz force tends to generate MSAGWs while the Joule heating dominates the excitation of large-scale AGWs (LSAGWs).

In this paper, an analysis method, based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), will be developed and applied to SuperDARN observations to study MSTIDs. The relationship between UT and local time (LT) changes significantly across the TIGER footprint. Nevertheless, for most purposes it is sufficiently accurate to use the relationship, \( LT \approx UT + 10 \) h.

2 Data analysis methods

The primary aim in this study was to determine phase velocities and azimuths of MSTIDs propagating through the TIGER field of view. This required the development of a method for determining MSTID frequencies (or periods) and wavelengths (or wave numbers) from time series of sea echo power. Sea echoes were selected using the standard SuperDARN analysis algorithm which identifies “ground echoes” as those with low line-of-sight Doppler velocities and spectral widths, typically less than 50 m s\(^{-1}\) and 20 m s\(^{-1}\), respectively. This algorithm is usually very effective in separating sea echoes from ionospheric echoes. The radar footprint or field of view can be divided into “observation cells”, where an observation cell is defined as a specific range gate along a particular azimuthal beam. In normal operation the radar scans 75 range gates along 16 azimuthal beams, providing up to 1200 possible observation cells.

The MSTID frequencies were determined using FFT cross-spectral analysis of time series of 4 h in duration. MSTIDs were detected as they passed through a single observation cell by stepping the basic 4-h time window at ten-minute intervals through longer data sequences obtained at a single observation cell. Because of the finite coherency lengths of MSTIDs, increasing or decreasing the duration of the basic time-series window increases the sensitivity of the analysis to waves of longer or shorter periods, respectively. The frequency resolution is also greater for longer time series. MSTIDs typically have periods of 20–50 min and last for just a few cycles and so the effect of one MSTID at a single range gate may last from about one hour or longer. Thus choosing the length of the basic time window for FFT analysis is something of a compromise and the 4-h window was chosen as an appropriate window after preliminary investigations using different window lengths. In the normal operation mode TIGER completes entire scans of all 16 radar beams at 1- or 2-min intervals, providing a more than adequate sampling rate of MSTID variations.

At any given time sea echoes are observed at only a subset of the 1200 possible observation cells, so the first stage of the analysis was to identify all observation cells providing time series of sea echo power. MSTIDs were detected as they passed through a single observation cell by stepping the basic 4-h time window at ten-minute intervals through longer data sequences obtained at a single observation cell. Because of the finite coherency lengths of MSTIDs, increasing or decreasing the duration of the basic time-series window increases the sensitivity of the analysis to waves of longer or shorter periods, respectively. The frequency resolution is also greater for longer time series. MSTIDs typically have periods of 20–50 min and last for just a few cycles and so the effect of one MSTID at a single range gate may last from about one hour or longer. Thus choosing the length of the basic time window for FFT analysis is something of a compromise and the 4-h window was chosen as an appropriate window after preliminary investigations using different window lengths. In the normal operation mode TIGER completes entire scans of all 16 radar beams at 1- or 2-min intervals, providing a more than adequate sampling rate of MSTID variations.

At any given time sea echoes are observed at only a subset of the 1200 possible observation cells, so the first stage of the analysis was to identify all observation cells providing time series of sea echo power. MSTIDs were detected as they passed through a single observation cell by stepping the basic 4-h time window at ten-minute intervals through longer data sequences obtained at a single observation cell. Because of the finite coherency lengths of MSTIDs, increasing or decreasing the duration of the basic time-series window increases the sensitivity of the analysis to waves of longer or shorter periods, respectively. The frequency resolution is also greater for longer time series. MSTIDs typically have periods of 20–50 min and last for just a few cycles and so the effect of one MSTID at a single range gate may last from about one hour or longer. Thus choosing the length of the basic time window for FFT analysis is something of a compromise and the 4-h window was chosen as an appropriate window after preliminary investigations using different window lengths. In the normal operation mode TIGER completes entire scans of all 16 radar beams at 1- or 2-min intervals, providing a more than adequate sampling rate of MSTID variations.

At any given time sea echoes are observed at only a subset of the 1200 possible observation cells, so the first stage of the analysis was to identify all observation cells providing time series of sea echo power. MSTIDs were detected as they passed through a single observation cell by stepping the basic 4-h time window at ten-minute intervals through longer data sequences obtained at a single observation cell. Because of the finite coherency lengths of MSTIDs, increasing or decreasing the duration of the basic time-series window increases the sensitivity of the analysis to waves of longer or shorter periods, respectively. The frequency resolution is also greater for longer time series. MSTIDs typically have periods of 20–50 min and last for just a few cycles and so the effect of one MSTID at a single range gate may last from about one hour or longer. Thus choosing the length of the basic time window for FFT analysis is something of a compromise and the 4-h window was chosen as an appropriate window after preliminary investigations using different window lengths. In the normal operation mode TIGER completes entire scans of all 16 radar beams at 1- or 2-min intervals, providing a more than adequate sampling rate of MSTID variations.

At any given time sea echoes are observed at only a subset of the 1200 possible observation cells, so the first stage of the analysis was to identify all observation cells providing time series of sea echo power. MSTIDs were detected as they passed through a single observation cell by stepping the basic 4-h time window at ten-minute intervals through longer data sequences obtained at a single observation cell. Because of the finite coherency lengths of MSTIDs, increasing or decreasing the duration of the basic time-series window increases the sensitivity of the analysis to waves of longer or shorter periods, respectively. The frequency resolution is also greater for longer time series. MSTIDs typically have periods of 20–50 min and last for just a few cycles and so the effect of one MSTID at a single range gate may last from about one hour or longer. Thus choosing the length of the basic time window for FFT analysis is something of a compromise and the 4-h window was chosen as an appropriate window after preliminary investigations using different window lengths. In the normal operation mode TIGER completes entire scans of all 16 radar beams at 1- or 2-min intervals, providing a more than adequate sampling rate of MSTID variations.
Fig. 3. A selection of TIGER full scans recorded during 00:06:24 to 00:30:41 UT on 30 June 2000. The parameter shown is sea echo power in dB, and has not been band-pass filtered. Beam 0, the westernmost beam, is on the left, and the radar scans from east to west, i.e. from beam 14 to beam 0. Beam 15, the easternmost beam, was not used. The equatorward direction is downwards on the plot. The wavefronts formed by the stronger echoes are shown in solid lines. The propagation direction of waves can be clearly seen from the left top to the right-bottom, i.e. northeast.

4-h time period, sea echoes often occurred at many observation cells, so this first stage of analysis generally produced many power spectra for further analysis.

For the next stage of analysis a cross spectral analysis method was developed to identify, for a given time window, the two-dimensional wave numbers of dominant MSTIDs appearing within the full radar’s field of view.

Let $k=(k_x, k_y)$ represent an AGW of wave number $k$ propagating across the TIGER’s field of view. The origin of the axis system is the TIGER site, i.e. at zero radar range, and the x-axis points to geographic north, so that the negative x-axis points to geographic south between radar beams 7 and 8. The y-axis is taken as positive east (see Fig. 1). In order to simplify the calculations, the MSTIDs were regarded as isolated, single wave packets; calculations were carried out assuming each significant frequency in a power spectrum was an independent MSTID.

Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the FFT cross-spectral analysis method used to determine MSTID wave numbers from the observations. Consider a time window centered on time, $\tau$, and a specific observation cell to be used as a reference cell and denoted by $(b, r)$, where $b$ is the beam number and $r$ is the range. The frequency spectrum of the associated fluctuations observed by the radar in this reference cell, $A_{b,r,\tau} (\omega)$, can then be written as

$$A_{b,r,\tau} (\omega) = A_{b,r,\tau} (\omega) e^{-i(k_x x_{b,r} + k_y y_{b,r})},$$

(1)
where \( b=0, 2, 3, \ldots b_{\text{max}} \); \( r=1, 2, 3, \ldots r_{\text{max}} \) and \( b_{\text{max}} \leq 15 \), \( r_{\text{max}} \leq 75 \).

The corresponding cross-spectra \( \phi_{b,r,b',r',t}(\omega) \) of fluctuations occurring in the reference cell \((b, r)\) and adjacent observation cells \((b', r')\) are given by:

\[
\phi_{b,r,b',r',t}(\omega) = \phi_{b,r,b',r',t}(\omega) e^{-i(k_x(y_{b',r'} - y_{b,r}) + k_y(x_{b',r'} - x_{b,r}))}.
\]

(2)

\[
\phi_{b,r,b',r',t}(\omega) = A_{b,r,t}(\omega) A^*_{b',r',t}(\omega).
\]

(3)

In the analysis the difference between the phases (i.e. the cross phases given in Eq. (2) were calculated for all three-cell combinations of a reference cell and other cells. The orthogonal distances between the center of the cells, \( \Delta x \) and \( \Delta y \), were calculated using spherical trigonometry, to allow for the azimuthal spreading of the beams with increasing range. The meridian and zonal wave numbers were then obtained using \( k_x = \Delta \phi_x / \Delta x \) and \( k_y = \Delta \phi_y / \Delta y \). This analysis procedure produced a spread in wave number values. Histograms showing the number of times particular wave numbers occurred were calculated and used to identify the meridional and zonal components of the dominant wave vectors. In practice, these calculations were performed at only a relatively few MSTID wave periods, viz. those given by spectral peaks that were greater than the mean level of spectral power at periods in the range 20 to 50 min.

In order to prevent spatial aliasing, a maximum range separation between cells was set for use in the three-cell analysis. Applying the wave-vector analysis to cells adjacent in range (45 km) eliminated aliasing for wave numbers \( |k_x| \geq 70 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^{-1} \). The calculation of the aliasing for \( k_x \) is also affected by some other factors. If the effect of the HF propagation is taken by 0.5 (Bristow et al., 1994), at range gate 40 (i.e. 990 km for sea echoes) and 3.25° between two beams, the spatial sampling is 56 km. Thus, the critical value of \( |k_y| \) is \( 56 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^{-1} \). These aliasing will not affect our calculations on the wave vectors of MSTIDs, since the wavelengths of MSTIDs were usually at the rates of 400–600 km (\( k \) is between \( 10–16 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^{-1} \)).

Finally, the determination of the MSTID wave period and orthogonal wave-vector components enabled the calculation of the following wave parameters:

(a) the phase velocity, using:

\[
V_{ph} = \omega(k_x^2 + k_y^2)^{-1/2}.
\]

(4)

(b) the wave propagation direction, using:

\[
Az = \tan^{-1}(k_y/k_x).
\]

(5)

(c) the wavelength, using:

\[
\lambda = 2\pi(k_x^2 + k_y^2)^{-1/2}.
\]

(6)

Application of this cross-spectral analysis method provided information on the two-dimensional dispersion of MSTIDs, so the spatial and temporal coherency of MSTIDs across the radar’s field of view could be investigated.

### 3 Case studies of MSTIDs observed on 29/30 June 2000

The day 30 June 2000 was the magnetically quietest day of this winter month, with \( K_p \) ranging between 0 and 2+ and the AE index less than 200 nT. During this day, TIGER was operated in a discretionary mode (called “Basyouhup”), in which beam 15 was switched off. Therefore, these four beams were not used for the calculation of MSTID wave parameters.

Plots of TIGER full scans showing the sea echo power observed between 00:06–00:31 UT are presented in Fig. 3. During this period, the sea echoes were concentrated between range gates 20 and 40 (i.e. at ranges of 1080 to 1980 km shown in Fig. 3). The wavefronts formed by the stronger echoes are marked by dashed lines. Beam 0, the westernmost beam, is on the left, and beam 15 is on the right. The radar scans from east to west, i.e. from beam 14 to beam 0. At 00:06:24 UT (the scan labeled 1 in Fig. 3), three wavefronts can be clearly seen. Wavefront A occurs across beams.
Fig. 5. Stack plot of power spectra calculated for range gates 20 to 40 along all beams, except beams 5, 7, 9 and 15. The scale for spectral power is $2.5 \times 10^4$ count$^2$ mHz$^{-1}$ per range bin. The solid lines show the power levels at periods of 60, 40, 26 and 20 min from beam 4. They are well above the background noise level along most of these beams.

12 to 14, B across beams 5 to 9, and C across beams 0 to 7. By 00:08:57 UT (scan 2 in Fig. 3) there has been significant movement of wavefronts A, B and C towards the bottom right, i.e. to the northeast. By 00:21:44 UT (scan 4), wavefront A has moved out of the radar’s field of view (FOV) and a new wavefront, D, has appeared at the top left (southeast). Throughout the sequence wavefront C moves from the left (west) to the central region of the FOV. By 00:30:41 UT (scan 6), wavefront B has nearly disappeared from the FOV and D has continued to propagate to the right (east) and is a dominant feature on the left side of the FOV.

Figure 4 shows range-time plots of sea echo power observed along beam 4 from 00:00 to 04:00 UT on 30 June 2000, after band-pass filtering the data to display the effects of periods in the range 10 to 100 min. The choice of HF propagation factor used to rescale the data to give the range to the ionospheric reflection point will be discussed later. MSTIDs are clearly evident in the form of sloping quasi-periodic power enhancements that move toward the radar (i.e. northward) with time. Figure 5 shows power spectra of the time series of echo power recorded during this period for all beams except beams 5, 7, 9 and 15, as previously explained. Spectral peaks well above the background noise along beam 4 have periods of 20 min (frequency of 0.83 mHz), 26 min (0.62 mHz), 40 min (0.41 mHz), and 60 min (0.28 mHz) and these are marked by solid lines to aid comparison with Fig. 6. Along beams 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 these waves are weaker and more dispersed. The waves with periods of 20 and 40 min are also weak in the directions of beams 0, 1, and 2.

The average power spectra of the fluctuations of sea scatter amplitude along all the ranges of (a) beam 4 and (b) beam 8
Fig. 5. Continued.

Fig. 6. The averaged power spectra of the fluctuations of sea scatter powers during the interval of 00:00 UT to 04:00 UT, on 30 June 2000 along beam 4 (a) and beam 8 (b). The dotted line indicates the mean power level of the TIDs’ significant frequencies from 0.83 mHz (20 min) to 0.33 mHz (50 min).
during the interval 00:00 UT to 04:00 UT, on 30 June 2000, are shown in Fig. 6. TIGER beam 4 looks towards the geomagnetic pole and beam 8 looks almost directly towards the geographic pole. The broken line in Fig. 6 indicates the mean power level over the frequency range from 0.83 mHz (20 min) to 0.33 mHz (50 min). The mean power level was used as an arbitrary measure of background wave activity. Only the peaks above the mean power level were regarded as significant. For beam 4, the only significant spectral peak is at 0.62 mHz. For beam 8, significant peaks occur at four frequencies.

As described in Sect. 2 the phase velocity and azimuth of the MSTIDs were estimated by calculating phase differences using combinations of three observation cells for which nearly continuous sea echoes were recorded throughout the chosen four-hour time window. As already explained, only combinations of adjacent observation cells were used to limit the effects of spatial aliasing in the \( k_x \) and \( k_y \) directions. The spatial ranges along \( k_x \) and \( k_y \) directions are simply taken as less than 300 km. The results, when plotted as a histogram, identify the most coherent waves moving across the array.

Figures 7a–d show histograms of the two orthogonal components of the horizontal wave numbers \( (k_x \) and \( k_y) \) derived in this manner at the four different periods identified in the data. For the 20.0-min period (0.83 mHz) shown in (a), the maxima in the distributions of \( k_x \) and \( k_y \) were at \( 16.0 \times 10^{-6} \) m\(^{-1} \) and \( 12.0 \times 10^{-6} \) m\(^{-1} \), respectively. Hence, the apparent phase velocity was \( 189.5 \) m s\(^{-1} \), the apparent wavelength was \( 304.80 \) km, and the azimuthal angle was \( 39.10^\circ \). For the 40.0-min period (0.41 mHz) shown in (c), maxima in the distributions of \( k_x \) and \( k_y \) occurred at \( 12.0 \times 10^{-6} \) m\(^{-1} \) and \( 6.0 \times 10^{-6} \) m\(^{-1} \), respectively. Hence, the apparent phase velocity was \( 194.1 \) m s\(^{-1} \), the apparent wavelength was \( 468.3 \) km, and the azimuthal angle was \( 26.60^\circ \). For the 60.0-min period (0.28 mHz) shown in (d), the maxima in the distributions of \( k_x \) and \( k_y \) were at \( 16.0 \times 10^{-6} \) m\(^{-1} \) and \( 13.0 \times 10^{-6} \) m\(^{-1} \), respectively. Hence, the apparent phase velocity was \( 189.5 \) m s\(^{-1} \), the apparent wavelength was \( 304.80 \) km, and the azimuthal angle was \( 39.10^\circ \). For the 80.0-min period (0.20 mHz) shown in (d), the maxima in the distributions of \( k_x \) and \( k_y \) were at \( 16.0 \times 10^{-6} \) m\(^{-1} \) and \( 13.0 \times 10^{-6} \) m\(^{-1} \), respectively. Hence, the apparent phase velocity was \( 189.5 \) m s\(^{-1} \), the apparent wavelength was \( 304.80 \) km, and the azimuthal angle was \( 39.10^\circ \). For the 100.0-min period (0.14 mHz) shown in (d), the maxima in the distributions of \( k_x \) and \( k_y \) were at \( 16.0 \times 10^{-6} \) m\(^{-1} \) and \( 13.0 \times 10^{-6} \) m\(^{-1} \), respectively. Hence, the apparent phase velocity was \( 189.5 \) m s\(^{-1} \), the apparent wavelength was \( 304.80 \) km, and the azimuthal angle was \( 39.10^\circ \). For the 120.0-min period (0.10 mHz) shown in (d), the maxima in the distributions of \( k_x \) and \( k_y \) were at \( 16.0 \times 10^{-6} \) m\(^{-1} \) and \( 13.0 \times 10^{-6} \) m\(^{-1} \), respectively. Hence, the apparent phase velocity was \( 189.5 \) m s\(^{-1} \), the apparent wavelength was \( 304.80 \) km, and the azimuthal angle was \( 39.10^\circ \).
Fig. 9. The diurnal variation of speed (left) and azimuth (right) on 30 June 2000. The reference beam is beam 4. The dot-dashed line indicates geomagnetic north.

Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9, except the reference beam is chosen along beam 13.

5.0 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^{-1}, \text{respectively. Hence, the apparent phase velocity was } 155.3 \text{ m s}^{-1}, \text{the apparent wavelength was } 562.0 \text{ km, and the azimuthal angle was } 26.60^\circ \text{ (see Table 1).}

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the direction for wave C calculated using the FFT method and determined directly from Fig. 3. The latter method is less accurate, but there is good agreement between the value of $\sim 39^\circ$ determined by the full analysis and the value of $\sim 43^\circ$ E of N estimated directly from the full-scan plots. In many instances MSTID wavefronts are not so readily identified in full-scan data, hence the development of the FFT method.

Significant peaks in the power spectra do not always occur at precisely the same periods along all beams, so a specific beam is chosen as a reference beam. Figure 9 shows the diurnal variation of MSTID speed and azimuth with time using beam 4 as the reference beam on 30 June 2000. The sea echoes appear between 00:00–10:00 UT and 16:00–20:00 UT. The analysis was not extended beyond 20:00 UT because the 4-h time window would then extend into 1 July, when it so happened that a different data sampling rate was used which would complicate the FFT analysis. The analysis method described above was used to determine the behavior of the dominant wave number at each frequency identified by the mode values, i.e. the peaks in the wave number distributions. It is evident that the MSTID phase speeds were mainly between 100–300 ms$^{-1}$. The azimuth plot indicates propagation primarily towards the northeast before 04:30 UT (i.e. 14:30 LT) and then a change to primarily the northwest direction. During 16:00–20:00 UT (i.e. 02:00–06:00 LT), the MSTID propagation direction became quite variable, with both the north and southwest directions predominant.

In order to test the consistency of the analysis technique, beam 13 was chosen as the reference beam and the results compared with those obtained using beam 4 as the reference beam. Figure 10 shows the phase speed and azimuth. Compared to the results obtain using beam 4, the phase speeds are also around 200 ms$^{-1}$. The propagation direction also changed from being northeast to northwest at around 04:00 UT, nearly half an hour earlier than the result obtained using beam 4. After 16:00 UT very few waves were detected along beam 13.

4 Characteristics of MSTID propagation characteristics derived from sea echoes

The FFT and cross-spectral methods were used to determine the propagation directions using TIGER observations throughout the year 2000. Typically 14 to 20 days of suitable observations (primarily common mode) were obtained in
each month. The smallest monthly numbers of observing days occurred in March and August which had only 8 and 9 days, respectively. The maximum number occurred in October when there were 30 days of observations. In order to provide a more meaningful description, the results are now presented in terms of LT rather that UT.

Figure 11 shows diurnal variations of MSTID propagation direction obtained using sea scatter echoes recorded using beam 4 as the reference beam. Again, dominant spectral peaks have been identified as those greater than the mean power level over the MSTID period range of 20 min to 50 min typically observed by SuperDARN radars (e.g. Bristow et al., 1994).

The plots can be divided into four sectors, viz. early morning, pre-noon, afternoon and evening. In the early morning, the propagation directions are quite variable. In the pre-noon and the afternoon, the propagation was mainly toward the north (i.e. equatorward) during spring and summer (i.e. from September to February). Fewer MSTID events occurred at noon in these seasons. There were clearly preferred propagation directions from April to July, particularly during the day with MSTIDs propagating predominantly to the northwest at the beginning of the day, and then changing to the northeast at \( \sim 09:00 \) LT. In the afternoon and evening sectors, the propagation generally changed back to the north/northwest at \( \sim 14:00 \) LT.
5 Discussion

The technique using the Fourier transform and cross-spectral analyses has been developed for use with SuperDARN sea echo data to identify the properties of MSTIDs. In this method, we used the mode values, i.e. the peaks in the distributions to identify the dominant wave numbers at each frequency.

Earlier it was indicated that time series could be included in the analysis even when the time series of sea echoes did not extend throughout an entire 4-h time window; however, this was done only if sea echo data existed over at least 70% of the window length. If under this criterion, over 90% of cells along a beam were unsuitable for analysis, the beam was removed from the analysis.

Figure 3 clearly shows the propagation of dominant wave components. The directions estimated from this figure are also consistent with the directions determined by the analysis method (Fig. 8). From the power spectrum analysis, we found that the frequencies obtained by FFT along some beams were different from other beams. However, the MSTID phase speeds and propagation directions were not very different when determined using different beams as the reference beam, because there was little variation in the wave number values determined from the histograms.

In the phase speed calculations, the effect of the HF propagation factor, $r$, must be considered. We favored the use of the simplest value, i.e. $r=1/2$ for sea scatter, and this factor was used by Bristow et al. (1994) after they compared the AGW features using Goose Bay SuperDARN radar.
observation with the theoretical wave phase surface. Others have suggested that a larger value of $r$ should be used 0.6 (Hall et al., 1999) or 1.0 (MacDougall et al., 2000). However, as TIGER is at a lower latitude than other radars and further from the sources generating the MSTIDs, the effect of the MSTIDs on the background ionosphere is likely to be less and this will favour using $r=0.5$. Furthermore, here we are interested primarily in the directions of propagation rather than the actual range to the ionospheric reflection points and determination of the propagation direction is not greatly affected by the choice of $r$.

From the study, we found that the propagation direction in early morning and late evening was quite variable but was clearly equatorward during the daytime (Fig. 11). At noon fewer MSTID events were observed in summer, spring and early autumn. But in later autumn and winter, the propagation direction showed a significant change from northwest to northeast at around 09:00 LT in the pre-noon, and from northeast to northwest at around 14:00 LT in the afternoon. Northeast propagation on the dayside is also consistent with that found by Munro (1958) and Scali (1989). The significant statistical studies by Munro indicated that daytime MSTIDs travelled toward the northeast in the Southern Hemisphere winter. Scali also obtained similar results when investigating MSTIDs causing spread $F$ at the mid-latitude station, Beveridge (145.1° S, 37.8° E, Geographic), which is several hundred kilometers equatorward of the TIGER radar site in Tasmania. The northwest propagation direction in the evening is also consistent with some previous studies (e.g. Bowman, 1960; From and Meehan, 1988).

It is also likely that the dayside MSTIDs are caused by the Lorentz force, which can be written as:

$$L = j \times B = (\sigma_p E - \sigma_H E \times B/B) \times B$$

$$= \sigma_p E \times B + \sigma_H E B.$$

Here, $\sigma_H > \sigma_p$, where $\sigma_H$ is the Hall conductivity and $\sigma_p$ is the Pedersen conductivity. Thus, both transition propagation direction at 09:00 and 14:00 LT on the dayside are generally consistent with the variations of ionospheric electric fields (Friis-Christensen et al., 1985), but in the early morning sector the electric fields change their directions around 05:00 LT and MSTID propagation directions changed at 09:00 LT. This is because the propagation directions are also affected by the Pedersen current term in the Lorentz force term (i.e. $\sigma_p E \times B$). The time delay is probably also because the electric field directions were derived from magnetometer observations in summer and MSTID propagation directions significantly change in winter.

At noon, few MSTID events were observed in most seasons. It may be caused by the ion-drag effects in the daytime ionosphere which may reduce the observed TID activity (e.g. Balthazor and Moffett, 1999). The variable propagation directions in the early morning are likely caused by the irregular magnetic disturbance regions discussed by Iijima et al. (1978), who found a highly structured magnetic disturbance region existing in the morning sector during the substorm recovery phase; some structure even exists during geomagnetically quiet conditions.

## 6 Conclusions

A technique using FFT and cross-spectral analysis has been developed and applied to TIGER HF radar observations to determine propagation characteristics of medium-scale travelling ionospheric disturbances. A case study showed that the method clearly identifies dominant MSTIDs propagating through radar field of view.

Statistical studies using sea echoes show that the propagation directions have a strong local time dependency throughout all seasons. In the early morning the propagation directions are irregular. Near dawn and dusk, there is pronounced equatorward propagation. At noon there are relatively few MSTID events in summer, spring and early autumn. In later autumn and winter, propagation at noon is primarily northeast, after changing from northwest at around 09:00 LT. At around 14:00 LT the direction changes back to north/northwest. It is suggested that the irregular propagation in the morning is related to the field-aligned current irregular disturbance region and the Lorentz force is the possible cause of the dayside MSTID excitation.
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